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Mass Media, Interpersonal, and Social Background Influences

In Two Canadian-American Settings

- This paper compares the effects of mass mediae interpersonal communi-
,

cation and socio-linguistic background on adulte'political, cultural

and economic attitudes, cognitions and agepdas. While there are large ,

-

4 literatures relating attitudes, cognitions and agenda to each of these

variables.seperatelyi these have for the most part not.been integrated

in, a fashion that permits comparison of their relative,strengths and the\

degree to which the mix ortheir affects varies for different attitudes,'

cognitions an'd'agendas. -The few studiesi which do compare these three

have usually been of one of two types,: those conduct 'around the issue
0

of agenda setting and those conducted in the context of developing na-

tions.

1

AGENDA StraNG

Agenda setting studies examine the contribution of mediainterper-

sonal contact, and social background in determining the ranking people

give to political and-Cultural issues. These agendas are often limited

to political issues or politicans and are frequently conducted during

political-campaigns. One line of this agenda setting research examines

the comparative influence'of different media (Usually newspapers and te-
.

'levision) Whife ignoring,interpersOhal effects.

.

1
We do/n iot nclude laboratdry studies in this'review, although, they are

tensi've. (For .two recent examples, see Pradadet al, 1978; and
Corder -Bolz, et al,' 1978.) Because of the limited strength and length
of manipulation and artificality, consideratipns of external validity
place them in a differenme t category of, concerp.



as,

At a more inclusive level media effects are compared with interper-

sonal effbcts. Shaw (1977) found evidence from a large study conducted

in Charlotte, N.Ct, that both media and interpersemal contact variables

were important in influencing agendas.. He suggested that media effects

.media users obtained

Palmgren and dark

interpersonal contact

seemed stronger and also found evidence that non

media agendas from-discdssion with media users.

ir
(1977) noted that the relative impact of media and

. .

onpeople's.agendas may differ depending on the level of the agenda; na-

tional agendas being more set by the media and local,agendas b ing more

set by interpersonal cammunication.

Winter (1979) writing two years later attempted to bring order to the

.
. .

growing body of research on the interplay of mass media and interperson-

al contact in setting agendas.. Unfortunately he found an approximately

equal: number of studies indicating that interpersonal communication re-'

duoed and facilitated the agenda setting role of.the media. McCambs and

Shaw -_(1980) specified a number of-items which should be,aqnSidered in

. .

clarifying this, but failed to provide a theoretical justification for

any mecHanism ordering the 'connections or 'specifying the process%

McLeod et al., (1980).tentativelSr attempted to proliide the theoretical
,

framework. They noted- that individuals opeiate to test their personal

agendas and the importance of eadh,agenda item in a process they called

social anchoring. Subjects in their research indicatO that fZiegds

were more powerful anchors and preferred for the most important issues.

Media were also used, particularly on less important issues,,nd-, when

interpersonal contact relevant for the particular agenda item was.limit-

ed,' thus, there are both interpersonal and mass media effects in seqing

/

3
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agendas, and the relative importance of these may. depend on the issue of

Concern.
,

... ,

.,,

Research tying effects of socio-linguistic background to effectsof

medie'amd. interpersbnal -exposure r( is rare and its conclusions are more
0-,

.
- .

tentative. McCombs (1977) and Weaver (1977) Make tie case that "need

for orientation ", may influence the relative power of mass media and in-
-,

terpersonak contact in setting agendas.- The higher the need for orien-

tation, the more powei.ful'the'mass media in setting 'agendas;. Mullen

(1977) suggested that amount of educatii may have a similar effect.

His study comparing college students with non students of the same age

found a number of differences in agendas between the two groups. McLeod
.

et al., (1974) noted that the background variable of age was alto an im-

portant influence on Mediatagenda setting. 'Their older respondents were

More likely to 'be influenced by the _media than their younger owes.

These studies lead'ds td.suspect that-other psychological and social
,

(and in a'cross.cultural setting; language) variables may be important

in determining the degree to which media set people's agendas and by ex-
.

tension form.their attitudes and cognitions.

DEVELOPING-COUNTRIES.

Most of the-research examining the relative impact of mass media, in-
.

terpersonal contact and socio-linguistic factors in developing countries

deals with theahoption of a particular innovation.

- Everett Rogers (1973) summarized a large,number of these studies par-

ticularly relating to family planning. He noted that mass media may be

useful in providing knowledge about innovations when they are part of a

- 4
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t
. larger campaign. The decision to adopt and the actual ado45.tion;of'an

, . ..... ,

- . ..
innovation was almost exclusively the result of interpersonal contact or

the.morpitiaditional. two way, media (ballad'singers, etc.) , however:,

Korzenny and.his colleagues (1980) .found- that the most -relevant forces

relating to family planning in their Mexican setting were radio listen-

in and travel, facilitating communication with. mare cdtmotpOlitan'oth-

ers, Radio Was more powerful than the print media partly beCaUse this

topic was felatively taboo; thus a person reading: abgut it' would. not

. - ;

discuss it tdrther out of'embarrassmeni but when peoileheard it.as,a:

grpup and-saw others hear it, they felt more free tc(discuss the infor-
.

matioR. This discussion enhanced the effect of the radio,programming.

Thusradio listening" was related to both family planning.knowledge and

practice. Korzenny'si and'his colleagues',(180) research-thus provid-

ed
.

support for Schramm's (1973) ConcluSion that mass media exert their
. : . ,%

greatest influence through their,power to focus attention and direct:in,-
. .

\4

terpersonal.discussithi Indeed Hornik (1980:10) says "one central theme'

resounds in all the' most successful experiences of reeent years, CoMmu-

.nication technology works best as accupliment..."
. .

Korzenk.et al., (1980) imply,"pe importance of inclilding the;third

set of variables (socio-linguistic status) in answering these muesqons.

by-noting that controls for 4e, sex and status reduced mass Media ef-

fects 4*Ifamily planning. attitudes and practices, but not cosmopolitan
,

interpersonalicommunication effects. 'InkeieS and Smith (1974)- working

. with data from six developing countries find that 90 percent of the var-
,

4nce in .flindvEdual modernity "' (a ,composite attitude) can be explained

by education-i'mass media exposure, and occupation and the strongest ef-

5
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g fects cane fiom edutatio.'` Diaz-Borden-aim (1976j views ,a number of

studies of development Oro§rams in:Latin America and also cOncludesfthdt
°

.,
..-ti:4--broa range of cognitiong aria attitudes on .e4igting politital issues.

o r

..

status variables are of, primary importance in the programs' successful
,

adoptions.; The4e studies suggest 'that in any research of this sort, '

A.
sOdh -social variableth must'be included in. the analysis..

. ,
4 ,

.. K
4

.H, do these findings frpn research in developing -countries aply- to
, ,

,

:

, and aspects ot 'cultureand do they .apply between developed cultures?..

These questions` are not full ? answered. There is, however a limited. but
4.

.

growing literature assessing them.' Joseph -Klapper"(19601 provided
g ,

first good synthesis of this research. Kiapper reviewed same of the ex.-
. ,

isting social p67chological aiterature on small- group influence and con-
,

-1 , ' ,

..' cluded.,thaf' interpersonal l-dnfldence (when' it:' is' present) is- a' more pow-
. N .4 .. t 0 4

erful' Shaper of attitudes` -than mass media but .that -he mig of the two, .. . . . .. .
.

may -Change depending on the :dependent .'variable 'under .stud: .
.

',, ,

.
,

Sonai .6cmriiunication imay enhnce-reduce or, operate 'Separately from mass
. . .

, '

\ imeda effects depending on the dependent qarIable. In addition, he
.--

, \
....notes that , a number of other" variablet must be included in the tOtal',

1.

equation. By and large- "...mass communication. rarely fUnctions as the
.

sole
,

agent in the .process- .of effect, but 'rather works amid. a nexus of

.

. %other extra-ommuhication mediating forces. (Klappei, 1.960:p.92)..v .
-Addreesing this 4.1estion, Rogers (1973) 1 says mass -[ media may have

i.-

more important; effect: in the adoption of agendas, cognitions and att4 ,

. ,

-
tudes in . developed than developing countries, In a detailed study' of ,

. ...-

the 'effects of American mass media on _Romanian children Itebeka Jorgensen
, -

. . ,..

(1980) also. attempted to specify media -effects more ...carefully and ba-

b

.
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lance them against interpersonal. effects. She found that American

Y
films, televiSi6A, and music are Romanian Adolescents' most iMportant

source of information abdutAWerica but th t they acted as supports for

already developing oz existing images from hone and school. In addi-

tion,, these interpersonal sources were more important sources of'atti-
-..

tud6 and cognitions for non American issues.

It appears that in the developed countries the interplay between,me.-.

dia arid' interpersonal influences relates in a coMplex'and varied way to ,

different attitudes and cognitions just as in developing countries. In

.neither of these settings nor in the agenda setting,paradigm have syste-

matic comparisons of this milt been 'developed.

'HYPC/ZHESES

This paper reports two research projects in .differing developed na-

tion locations which move toward such a systemization. It is not possi-

ble to test all the hypotheses that can be deriv:ed from the reviewed re-

search in one paper. Rather five general hypotheses will be focused on

here. Most of the literature is adopting the general conclusion that

interpersonal are stronger than mass media affects on cognitions, atti-

tudes, and agendas. Our first_hypothesis.simply retests this growing
4o

concensus in the unique settings-ofthis research.
4

Agenda Setting research (Palmgren and Clark, 1977) proposes that mass

media will have their strongest effects pn agendas at national leN'iels,

and compared to interpeisonal c6mmunication have-a proportionally small-

er effect atIlocal levels. Our second hypothesis extends this by pro-
.

.

01 posing that mass Media will have their strongest effects also on atti-

. tildes and cognitions at the national or international level with a

- 7 -
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proportionally smaller effect pn ti}em at the local level- Interpersonal

effects; in, contrast'," will be .strongest on local- attitudes, cognitions,

and agendas.

McLeod et al:, (1980) and Bali7Rokeach and' DeFleur (1976) proposed,

'as part of their-theoretical framewpr,k on agenda-setting, 'that mass me-" *#0.

dia will haye their strongest effects on agendas when interpersdnal con-
.

tact isminimal.' Our third hypothesis tests and extends it again from

agenda setting to,attituides and cognitions by proposing that agendas,

attitudes, and cognitioni4vill be more effected by mass, media when'in-

terpersonal contact is limited than when it is high.

Both,thdagenda setting and the development research suggest that so-4-

.4ciaa. variables may be important determinants of agendas, cognitions, encl.,

attitudes. Inkele4 and Smith (1914),suggest that they may be more im- 1

r*
portane than Media or interpersonal ,contact in developing countries. 4

, %
corroboration for thid is limited, and the degree'to which it extends

. ,

"beyond non developed ,settings is unclear. We propose as'a fourth work-

ing- hypothesis that social and language-variables variables (specified

iii.the methods section) will be important in deterMining attitude's, cOg-

nitions, and agendas.. We prefer "to leave the specification of the

strength of thede effects compared to media and interpersonal effects an
-

open questicrosince the literature is so iioomplete on this topic.

Finally, the relative strength of. mass. media, interpersonal contact,

and socio- 3inguistic effects ors different attitudes, cognitions, and

'agendas will be explored and a post hoc attempt made tcl systemize. the

mix of .their effects on .theoretically meaningful dimensions..

- 8
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RESEARCH MEMOD

Data for 'this .paper are taken from two studies; the first was con-
. ,

ducted in'Northern,Minnesotalin April 1P77, the second in Quebec in Sep-
)

can-tember'1979.

structed.which
(

socio-economic

For the Minnesota study an interview schedule was
_ .

measured media' use, interpersonal contact with anada,.

status and background; and knowledge of and attitudes

abbut Canadian and American political and cultural events and persons.

A number of the knowledge and attitude items used,by the Syracuse Univ-

ersity team in their study of effects, of American media' iP!,Kingston,

*tario (Sparks,'1978) tiere'added to its designed for this study and alit
f 0

were pretested on a sample of Northern Minnesota adults (N=100): A dis-

4 cuision of -reliability aid validity of these items is provided by Payne°

(1978) .
.

An area was located in Northern Minnesota' which 8ecatise of its'geo-,

graphic location received only Canadian television. ,this was demograph-

ically matched with an area WiliCh received both Canadian and American

television and an area which received only American television.
2

Inter- '

views were conduciedwith one. adult, seledted on qubta basis for sex,, in

each household in the three selected areas. .The appropriate respondent

in 91% of the selected households completed usable intertvieL (N=414).
AN.

. Interviews were conducted by ten graduate and undergraduate students

who had been, given written arid verbal instructions and had conducted
. ,

mock interviews befordThoing into,the field. In addition, the principal

2
Details of the demographic mat,.ching of samples and the exact location
of research sites' are found in Schulke (1977) and are available on re-
-quest. . v , 44.

: -
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researcher held daily meetings with the interviewers during the data

collection phase. Eadh.interview took from 25 to 45 minutes.to

plete. ,

6 2
.

,

The interview schedUle used tn the Ouebe6 study used'a French adapta-.

tion of a number of items used in the Minnesota study. Some items were
,

deleted and sane added because of the difftnce in the cultural and

temporal setting. In additioa, a few items were added to exiond the

se* of the Minnesota study. Interviews were pretested on a sample de-
.

mographically similar to the selected research population.

Two ,demographically similar -cities 'were chosen for, this research.

The first (NOZAB)had a population of.4,500 and received no cable telev-

. '

ision and had only Francophone television available. The ,second

(CITCAB) had Apopuiation of 13,000 and received cable television which

'made. available Anglophone Canadian'arid American television (ABC) .sig-

nals...
3
A systeMatic random sample of residents ears of, age and order

6'.

,was drawn from each Community (CITCAB N=568; NOCAB N=560). 'The popula-

tion was defined by a recent federal government election list .(census4

of every person 18 or older in the location. Qf theItotal sample 212
- ,

were temporarily wdrking elsewhere, or had moved or died leaving a work-

sample_ of 916 interviewees. From these 814( useable intervlews wene-,

completed, giving a completion rate.of 89 %.
. :+0,1

.Initial contact, with each' respondent was Made by pose cardinforming

them of the project, and soliciting their cooperation. InterViews were

then conducted by two teams (4' eight inerviewers who were either gradu-
.

3
Details of the dpographio matching and a breakdown of not av4lable
and unwilling people in the sample are, available in (Caron and Payne,
1980).

-'10
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40.

. -4.

-

ate students of the4DePartment of' Communication at.the_University of
b

(Montreal or professignal- interviewers4dred for
J'

),,the research. Inter-

took approximately -40 minutes to complete.

We assumed that Francophone Canadian, Anglophone Canadian'and Ameri-

.

, .

can cultures and media, though overlapping to some degree have real dif-
of=

ferences. Arnold and Tigert (1974), Stewart (1970)-, Scheer and Eil,er-g

(1972)'and Peers (1972) all maintain that these differences are me sub-
,

stantial., Caron (1977) maintains that the main diffferenbes_are between

Francophone and 'Anglophone (Canadian or American) culture and media. In

- any case the concern with fostering and protecting such cultural unique-
,

ness in the media has ioedri a_ frequent political concern resulting in

1, considerable legislation about the amount OfJAHerican content in the
1 . .

4
,

various media and by law the American content of.Canadian television is

. limited to 60%.-

4

Comparative, measures of.
1

Anglophone Canadian and ,American media,.i-

terpersonal anc rsocio-linguistic Background contact were obtained by

. c
ing Francophones how often they used American and Anglophone Canadian

media, how many friends and,irelatives they had in b*. United States and.

Anglophone Canada, and how often they visited those area's, and their so-

cio-Linguistic backgrounds. Codiparative measuregWforAmericans canbe

obtainedby,asking-how 'Often they used Canapan media, how often they

visited Canada rid the number of friends and relatives they had there

and their' socio-economic baokvbunds; It was expected th)t;ORnadian

V.

fects on Americans should be less than AngloptIcine eff9pts on Franco-,
.,'

phoneb because within'languagecontent is more similar than between lan-

. ,..guage 'content as noted by Caron (1977)' t
.

\ ,,.

-" ..
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In the Minnesota study, respondents were asked to indicate howfre7

_quently they listened td Canadian radio, television and read tanadkn

magazines and newspapers.
4

The radio, television, and magazine.measures

4

were combined to produce an additive composite indicator of Canadian me-

dia'use.(CANMEDA). Interpersonal contact with Canada was measured by

the numb'er of.immediate and'Wore distant family living in Canada, the
A

number of friends in,Canada.and the frequency of visiting Canada. These

were combined to ;form an additive composite measure of interpersonal

contact with Canada (aNPERS). Socio-economic background was measured-
.

by age, income'add education. These were caMbined to forma factor com -

posite indicator (AlphaL-!.42) of socio-edonamic status (STATUS).5

Nineteen dependent variables from the Minneota data set -are used.

here. Agenda setting is measured by three'single item indicators: most

important, issue for Canada (CISUIMP), most important issues facing the'
4

United States, (ISUI4T) , most' important issue between the United States

and Canada 1CANUSIMP). Cognitions are measured by three single variable

indicatOrs: number :of issues facing Canada, respondent' could name

(CISU) number facing the United States (ISSUS), number betWeeii the

United States and Canada (CMUSISS). There were four multi-variable
,

constructs: the amount of detail provided about-the most important is-

M.

.tip
.A*

N

4 Almost no one read a, &nadiAn newspaper`: Thik media use variable was
therefore excluded' from furthee analysis. The-small number of people
-who read Canadianjpgazines cpipelled us to substitute reading in ma-
gazines '(of any nationality) about .Canada for r"Cling in Canadian ma-
gazines.

5
Factor,composites were calculated for CANMEDA and CAMPS but low lev-
els- for the,, alpha abefficients indicated did not 'have a sufficiently

c strong underlying dimension to justify using such a unidimensional
composite. This was also true for the composites AGMED and PERSANG
from. the Quebec data.

- 12
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sues for Canada (MISS), the United States (USISS), and between the

United States and Canada' JCANASSOC); and the number of Canadian words

for which the correct American meaning could be provided (GEINP0). At-
.

titodes wer measured by two single.item,indicators: the approval of

government supported low cost housing (DOCSTHOS) and government social-

ized medicare (CI S), and sixmulti-item constructs:, attitude to-

ward Canada (CANAQA) , Francophone Canadians (FRENCH), Anglophone Canadi-,
ans (ENGLISH), America (USA), American Blacks (USBLACK), and AMerican

Whites (UNHITE), Its ranged from open ended to Likert in format.

Alpha reliability coefficients for all composites were moderately high.

Details of composite construction, style and reliability and validity of

dependent variable constructs are found elsewhere (Payne, 1978).
. -

.

In the Quebec stUdy, respondents indicated the frequency of listening

to Anglophone (US and Anglphone Canadian) radio, watching American te-

levision (highly correlated with frequency of watching Anglophone Cana-,

,

dian television), and reading American and Anglophone Canadian.informa-

tion magazines. Only one person in the sample reported reading an

Anglophone newspa r regularly, so newspaper reading in these data, as

:in the Minnesota ta, was excluded from further analysis. Televisidny
q-'

radio and magazine use were combined to 'form an additive composite of

Anglophone media .use (ANCKED). When this variable was employed in ,the

analysis respondents. who lived in the cabled community but did no have
. ,

cable and respondents who watched nonTranocphone television of the

time or less were excluded from the analysis to enhance the contrast.

ppetween users and,and nonusers of Anglophone tel evision. Interpersonal
t

,contact,with American and'Anglophone Canadians Was'neasured by4family

-13-
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and friends in the United States, frequency and. duration Of visits to
-

the United States' and frequency of 'visits- to Anglophone. provinces.

These were again combined-to form an additive cbmposite of interpersohal

contact with Anglophones (pERSAN6). Socio-linguistic background was-

measured by familiarity with English POT LANG)/ 4rid"a'varimax faCtor

composlite (Alpha=.42) of age, education, and inoane (STATUS) .

The Quebec data explored a larger range of attitudinal and cognitive

dimensions thalitthe 'Minnesota, data.. In addition, "attempts to deyelo(
1,

miati -iten,dependent variable constructs provided untattsfactory relia-

bility coefficients. We, therefore, employed a rather-large number of

single item indicators. Description of'these ,is faund.in Caron and

Payne (1981) from which we quote:

"Dependent variables are divided into two classes,- cognitive and af-

fective. There are lb oOgnitive'variables which Measure level of infor-

mation interviewees'had about Canada, Quebec, the United States, and Eu-

rope. Knowledge of each of these geographic areas'is measu red with four

. questions: first, the number Of problems. for that area' the interviewees
. ,

i
could name; second, the amount of detail in their knowledge; third -and

jourth, the ability to correctly identify two,political leaders associ-

4- .ated with-those areas. The additional two cognitive measures are.con-
.

structs made by the use of factor analysis (VARDANX) frOm the eight ppl-

itical leader identifications items. The strongest factor (FORPOL)

loaded heavily on three items measuring knowledge of three foreign poli--

ticians: Kennedy, D'Estaing, Carter,,and on Claude Ryan. The second

(DOOPOL) loaded heavily:on 'knowledge of7tw0 national politicians- (Clark

and Trudeau) and on rievessie. The three item index LOCPOL hadlan alpha

of. .64. The fouritemindex blORPOL had an alpha of .82.



'

$

Fifty measures pr composites of attitudinal dependent variables were

used. These measured,-attitudes about AmeriCa, Canada, Quebec, and Eu-

rope. For each of the four- geographic areas, a'ifeature was included
- '1

(tkPUSPAB, EAPCNPRB, EANPRB, EAPEUPAB) indicaing-which'problem the in-

terviewees.thought wasmost important for that geographic political en-

tity. For each area, except Europe,. interviewees were also asked to

rank five issues for their relative importance '(energy, peace, economy,

unity, and in6reasing government involvement).

.

Six semantic differential itiems, two measuring activity

sive, fast-slow), two measuring evaluation (gold -bad, pleasant-unplea-

sant), and two'measuring potency (strong-weak, effective-ineffective),

were included.for Quebec, Canada and America.. nteritem correlation in-

dicated that these-six items did not divide th selves into the usual

three basic dimension-1, possibly because of the small number of measures
.

of each dimension. Each pair retained its sepatae identity. .

Five questions measured relative preference for national or language

. . .

features: preference for more U.S. TV prcgiamming (MDREUS); preference

for American.rather than Queb6C vocalists, restaurants and acccmodations

(SING, EAT, HOTEL); and preference for .an additional French or American

television channel (NATTY). FOut questions measured attitude toward

dieasing government involvement in agriculture, (M2GUTA9); business

-.(14RGVTSUS);:national resources (14EIGVTRCS), and life generally (LESGVT).
. -

, .

finallruestion asked whether interviewees felt there shoUld be less

violence On television IVLNCE);"
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FINDINGS

The data for hypotheses one, two, four, and five are all contained in

Tables A (for Minnesota data) andB (for Quebec data). The data relat-
.

ing to hypothesis three are contained in Tables C (for Minnesota data)

and D (Quebec data). All thesetables are.given,in the Appendix. Sum=

mary tables, showing the number of statistically significant relation-

ships but not specif iying them individually nor indicting the strength

of associations aregncluded in the text.

The first hypothesis addresses the comparative levels of association

of mass media and, interpersonal contact with information, attitudes and

1

agendas in both settings. Data relating to this hypothesis, are con-
. 0

'tained.in the first four columns of Tables, A and B (Appendix) and are
,

summarizeq-in Table 1.

TablI About Here

''-For the Minn5sota data, the.0 ordez correlations between measures of

information acquisition and media and interpersonal contact indicate me:
V

dia contact was significantly related more frequently to acquisition of

information than interpersonal contact was. Thaddition, the levels of

association were higher-for media contacts. rn the Quebec data, inter-

;personal contact was significatll related to igOrtation measures more

frequently than was media contao,E,. In addition, the strength cf'the re-

lationship:WaS stronger for the interpersonal assoCiationin twelve of

the sixteen associations. The two data sets, then, provide conflicting

,results about'the relative importance of media and interpersonal contact

in transmitting information. These conflicting Tindings could' .be=rthe
.

r
9
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4

SIO

,)

result of the small number of measures included in:the Minnesota data or

could reflect real differences resulting from the -different cultural

settings. §uFh possible cultural 'differences can not be clearly sped.-
..

fied frpm the 'data available here.

In theOlinnesota data, two of the four agenda measures are signifi-
)

cantly reliitect 'to foreign media contact while none of them are related

to foreign interpersonal contact. In the' Quebec data,' one of four is,

related to in' erpe'rsonal contact and one to media contact. Thus, what

little evidence there is from agendas relating to the first hypothesis

tends' to disconfirm it. Interpersonal contact variables do not have
.

) stronger relationships with agendas than-media use variable's.

Tho Minnesota data bontain little evidence-that media or interperson-.

al contact is strongly related to attitudes. In constrastto this, the

QUebec data'indicate a number of signikicarit relationships between media

use and attitudes (18/42) and aneven lrgei number between interperson-.

. al .contacE and attitudes (26/42) ,, The relationships between interper-

sonal contact and attitudes are also stronger inthe majority df cases

than those between media use and attitudes, but on the whole, these two

variables are related to attitudes similarly:

In, summary, the `data provide different answers about*the-relation-
,

SKips tetween inteipersonal and media exposure and/information, atti-

tades, and agendas -tut the differences are most strong1T.tied to the

different settings. In the Quebec data, clear,suppAriwas fOund for the

first hypothesis from the attitudinal dimensions and slight support from

the information dimensions. Interpersonal contact was more strongly re-

lated to each of these than mass media contact. Agendps irk both data

t..
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sets and information and attitude dimensions in Minnesota showed no such

pattern, and disconfirmed the'first hypothesis.

The introduction of status (and in the Quebec.data, langhage) as a

I control reduces the number of. variables signfieantly related to inter-

perSonal contact and the size of most of the measures of association.

The inclusion of these and interpersonal contact as controls also reduc-

es the size and number of significant relationships between media use

and the same measures. The relative importance of media and interper-
t

sonal contact as causes is not changed by the inclusion of controls,

however. Thus, the partial support and partial disconfirmation origi-

nally'found for the first hypothesis remains.

_The second hypothesis examines the relative'levels of'association,of.

media and interpersonal contact'with information, attitudes and agendas,

at'localc national and; international levels:. Specifically, it proposes

that mass media effects will be strangest at the national and interna-

tional levels while interpersonal contact will.ha4 its, strongest ef-

fects at the local level. Findings relating to this hypothesiS are S.'"\

marized in Table 2. We examine first findings relating ),

to information transfer. In the Minnesota data,

neither media nor interpersonal contact were related to transfer

Taber About Here

of local information but both were significantly related to transfer of.

international information with about the same frequency and the same in-.

tensity. In the Quebec data, a different pattern was(found. :Media use

And interpersonal cont#pt were related to transfer of local, national

O

- 18 -
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and internatiOnallinformationJ Interpersonal contact was the most con-
,

sistently and strongly related at all levels but the differences were

not great.

The number of items measuring agenda setting in both the Minnesota

and'Quebec studies. is limited enough that it is difficult to draw con-.

, ciuSions. Both ,data sets show interpersonal contact having minimal

agenda setting effects at the national and international level. The

Quebec data, give some support for interpersonal contact effects at the

lodal level. The Minnesota data indidate significant relationships of

about the same degree between media use and agendas at both the. local

and international level. In the tuebec data, the media are more strong-

.
ly related to atendas at the international than the local or national

levels. The relationships are all'so, small that the differences are

9

probably not Jreaningful., In short, where differences are found, theyo

are in the direction predicted (media at national and international, and

interpersonal at loCal levels) but media and interpersonal, differences

are ndt significant more often than they, are.

Minnesota data relating-media and interpersonal codtAi to attitudes

provide no support for the. second hypothesis. They are both about

equally related to attitudes on local and International issues. In.con-
.

trast data from Quebec indicate that both media land interpersonal cobn-
. 4

tact are more likely to affect attitudes about international rather than

local issues.

Coptrary to hypothesis 2, the most frequent and strongest-relation-

sh4ps were between interpersonal contact and attitudes about the inter-

national issues. One reason for this maybe thatthe interactions spe-

- 19 -
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,

cifically asked for'were interactions with.foreigners as opposed.to the

normal interaction pattern With.friends. If interaction with neighbors

and close friends had been used instead, the expected. result of inte.r-
V A

perSonal interaction opera tiniTit the locallevel mayhaVe-been tore.ap-

parent;
.

°' . 7

In summary, data fromAnformation and agenda .sectorS gaye only par-

tial'suppport to the second

gave.di$confirming evidence.

its present ,general

hypothesis and data fram'the attitu sector

Thus thesecond hypothesiS is rejected in

0 r-

The.third hypothesis proposes that pass media will have their strong-

est effects when interpersonal contact is low. A suramary showing number

of statistically significant relationships relating to this hypothesis

can be,found in Table Ttie daika *from Minnesota and Quebec, provide

conflicting information about th),s hypothesi6 also. The Minnesota data
. .

,indicate overall stronger and more frequent relationships for mass media

where interpersonal contact is high,contradtfting the thiid hypothesis.

The Quebec data shOW larger and more thantwice as Many signifi t re

.

lationships between media and dependent variables when inter rsonal'

contact is low, thus supporting the hypothesis. This terJoa.

more pronouncedtwhen controls for status (and in the case of Quipec lan-
,

guage) are introduced.

Insert'Table "3 Abobt Here

These apparent contradictory findings °from thp two data sets can be
,

recoriCiledten the dependent variables are dgain broken down 'nboCate:

fort:gories of information agendas and attitUdes.
,

In both data sets

'Motion is more readily ttansfered by mass.media in high interperson

4,

- 20 -
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'Contact 'settings ttan. low ones. In MInnew filliattitUdes are equally

frequently associated in the two while inQUebec they are much more fre-

quently and strongly associated inixa contact situations.
& ., II

The ap6arent contradiction in .the summary-figures is' a resdlt of differ-,

ing proportions of items devdted toattitudes and information transfer

in .the -two samples.. In both data sets, intepersonal contact faciliti-

,

ates.transfer of information but inhibits transfer of`attitudes from me-
,. oy

-dia to media users. Thus, the third hypothesis receives support for at-
ti

titude,transfer but is disconfirmed -for information :transfer.

The fourth icurth hypothesis proposes.that.social-linguist background va-

riables will be important causes of attitudes, agendas andnformation
1 8k

levels. Data relating to the fourth hypothesis are summarized in Table

4. These summaries clearly indicate the importance of social linguistic
z*c °.

variables in determining Our interviewees info tiot-C.levels, agendas'

and attitudes. Both fhe Minnesota and the Quebec data indicatt; that

subjects status is frequently related to We-. writ of infompi tion they
.

report.' This is true'at the local, .national. and international level.

In theAQuebec data4 where language differenges'eXists, kr;Owledge of Eng-
,

lish is aldb frequently associated with these variables.

4
) IrLser Takle 4 About. Here

The associations between_socio-linguistic measuAs and information

7'

are both the. most regular and strongest found-indthe data sets, and ex7-p

ist at the -local national and international levels. The relationships
.

k.

'between our indicators of attitudes and sotio-liftguisticb.eckground are'

alio frequently significant in both data sets. As with the information
e a'

variables, these relationships do not appear%to-differ in strength or

-r
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frequency as the-analysis moves from the lopal to national and interna-

tional levels. The same pattern that was fOund in the Quebec sample

'between language and information-was also tmind betweeh larigUage and at-

titudes. Language And status appeared to be approximately-equally he?

quent prpgictorsof attitudes. Further,4when controlling for language,

the effects of status are only slightly reduced in most cases. indicating

the separateness of the predicti'1e power, of these two variables.

summary, .these data give broad support for the fourth hypothesis-.

The data clearly indicate that the baCkground variables in these geo

graphic settings are important predictors of attitudes, agenda's and in-

40
formation levels abOut local national and international issues.

The 'fifth` analytic focus of the paper was more a series of concerns
..g than a hypothesis. It was intended to draw attention to coniparingAhe.

k' 7 o 0:.. -1. relative strengteand regularity of the various possible associates of-,

information, agendas and attitlbg. A summary of the most general -of

these comparisons -is contained &Table 5 (qhigh bxnbines parts of Table

° 1 and Table 4 to dhow the number of times'that media use; interpersonal

-
tcOntac, status, and English familiarity was related to each of the

types of dependent variables and Table 6 which showS which'relationships

-are strongest most frequently.

In the Minnesota data, status is'the most frequently_related variable

to information

\'

Insert Tables 5 and 6 About Here

4 :
.

and attitudes; but this is somewhat misleading. Media use was most of-
t

ten more strong y related to information,than,eitherstatus or interper-4



.

sonal relationships. pas, status was.more frequently related t io nfor-,

mation and .attitudes.but when media use was related, it was related more

- strongly than status to those attitudes and areas of information.
.

r -

-In the Quebec data, interpersonal contact and. langua were the

strongest correlates of information acquisition. In Quebec, media use

and status were frequently Alated to information levels as. in the Min-

nesota data, but more of the strongest relationships were with language

and inter

The data dealing with thc correlates if agenda setting are not -clear,.

rsonal contact.

about Which,vaiiabIeS'predominate.

number of agenda setting items in

This is partlye teuli of the 'moil

the data set. All of the Independent
..

,,:' .,
.

variables effect agendas., some in one of the, samples and some in the

other, and some at one level of `generality and sane at others. No clear
116

pattern was apparent.

Non-media variables, were generally more frequen,tly and strongly re-

lated to attitudinal variables than media variables.% Status was most

strongly and most frequently
,

related in both data sets followed loT,lan-
r .

gUage and interpersonal contact. Medi use was also related to these

variables in\ many cases butt° a'lesser degree generally; This provided

a very general answer -to the fifth focus of the paper, -IDA' it is clear.

that many'variations exist foi different typeS of attitudes, information

objects and agendas and in different settings'which,are too complicated

4
to deal, with in a single paper .

a
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. W ,DISCUSSION

,C

9,
It is not possibleto examine alfpossible relations between as mahy...

4
......--- /

variables as are used here in one short article. 'bur purpose here is to . ,_ . .

.
. .

It'summarize and point to general patterns.
"

The first"hypothesiS, that information, attitudesland agendas would

be more frequently and strongly associated with interpersonal than media
(

:41t contact, was .generally supported lin the Quebec data and° not supported in

. the Minnesota data. These differences'werb enhanced, rather than- re- ,
,e'... . ''

. . .

diced, by the inclusidn of controls. Thus, we conclude that to estab-
,i

,lish%the relative importance of the two influence -(media and interper-
,

,,
7 elsonal) require a geographic referent-as'welles'tpecificai.tion of the

. . .,

dependent variable studied and may be,everi.more .00tplex, 'Klepper

(1960) proposed. In any caiei the media imperialism proposedby the

neo-marxists7, is less power", than they generally assume and appears

only for sane. variables in some settings. It should be noted in connec-

tion with this hypothesis that non-cable users in the cabled cpmmunity

in Quebec were eXbluded so the contrast between Anglophone televisim

users and non -users was enhanced. Thus the Pow 1461 of.support for

this hypothesis furthgr undermines the'culutural imperialism 1position.

The second hypothesis,'that information, attitude's and agendas would
4

be most stionglyrelatedto media.use at the national4nd international :

level and interpersonal contact at. the local level, received support in:

some'cases in'some settings but findings, were generally not significant

and sometimes were significant in the oppoSite direction.

-24 -,
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.The third hypothesis, that media impact would be strongest where in-'
.

terpersonal contact was minimal, was supported in both data sets for at-
e

titudes but opposite` results were found in bot% data sets for informa-

tion transfer. Thus Maeod'21980) and Balliokeach and DeFleur's
.

(1976) conclutions are substantiated for attitudes but also united in

0their gerieralizability by the finding that the oppoSite effect appeared

for information and neither pattern was clear' fOr agendas. These find-

This also help explain Winter's (1979) 'observation that interpersonal.-',,
f

-contact was repotted as,both enhancing and suppressing media_affects:
s

The fourth hypothesis, .and its exploratory extension, examined the :
.

. , role of social-linguistic variables as determinants of information, at=
4

titudes and agendas. In both data setstihese variables were importi.nt.

The relative importance of status and language compared tofinterpersonal

contaCt and media exposure maried.between, the two samples and the varie-

"ty, of iSdicators. ey were generally as. important or' more importantx.

than media and interpersonal contact, however. Thus, the conclusions of

Y -Inkeles and Smith '(1974), Diaz-Bordeneau (1976), Mullens (1977), and

McLeod et al. -(1974) were also supported and' extended friom agendas to

attitudes and cognitions,- and fromdeveloping.nation settings to. devel-
.

.

oped nations.

Several conclusions of general, importance can be. drawn from'these4.°

data. First; ap Beltran (1976) said, each cultural setting istnige.

It is not passible, to simply take findings 'from one settlnu.and assume:
.

.

--they will apply in another. . In two settings 'as similar as Canada-U.S.

.and U.S.-Canada differences infindingt were moxe common than similari-7

°ties,- This-implied the need both for a vastly expanded, pool of fnter-

- 25 -.
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cultural communication studies and a systemization based on this-much

extended pool.. Until that begins to develop, researchers and practi-

. tioners.should exercise caution in attempting' to generalize their con-

, elusions beyond the setting in which they were reached:

oond, media, interpersonal and socio-linguistic variables do not

operate in a:uniform way across different categories of variables. lan-

guage may be 'a- strong predictor of attitudes and a weak forecaster of

'agendas. Further,' the variation patterns become more complex the finer

the dependent variable categories. More divergence oE findings occurred

when categories like attitudes and agendas were broken down into local,
4

national and international than when they were not. The variation, in

power-of the various predictors was even less r,egtilar relating to side-
,4

Yr

cific indicators of dependent variables. This suggests the appropiiate-

ness of an inductively based scheme of dependent variable categories us-
,'

ing coPitepts generated from similarly related propositions rather than

our current (relatively unsuccessful) deductively' developed categories..

third, some caution should be exercised when examining media effects

studies which:do not include interpersonal and socio-linguistic varia-

bles,. -When media contact is used in the context of these other varie-
d

N,....
.

bles, and 'its relative importance is compared to theirs, a much more.

b-"---cautious interpretation thah broadly based media imperialism seeds ap-*
r ,

propriate. When media effects are examined out of.this context. their

apparent strength 'is artificially enhanced. ,y

The general analysis of the data reported here and thbse reservations
g

, ,

'about current attempts to generalize media research lead us to conclude
i /

that a solid foundation for understai;ding med. effects is still being

27



built and much more detailed and extensive research is imperative. Stu-
.

dies such as this, one are Aity attempts to form, such a foun-

dation.

ct

o
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Table "1

41

Number of Statistically Significant Relationship&Ap<:05)
. 'First Hypothesis Data

Minnesota Data --

Mass InterperOnal
. Contact
0 With

. Order COntrols

Media .

0 With
°10r(ir Controls

Information 4/6 3/6 3/6 3/6

Agendas, '2/4 0/4

Attitudes 1/8 0/8 2/8 2/8

Totals 7/18 5/18

to

Table

Number of Statistically Significant
Second Hypothesis

Media
hinnesctebata Quebec Data ,

Inter-
Local national

,'

Ldcal

Inter-

National national

Info/nation 0/2 4/4 2/41 1 3/4 6/8

Agendas '1/1 1/2 2/6 2/6 1/7

Attitudes. 0/3 1/3 2/6 2/11 7/11

I .

. ti

..-

Quebec Data
. .,

Mess, Interpersonal
Media , 4- . Contact

0
Order Controls Order Controls

-With- 0 With

11/16 6/16 15/16

(//19 12/19

13/28 5/28 15/28

30/621 42/62

'14/16

9/28

Relatiorphips (p<.05) From
.

Data

Interpersonal
61.innesota Data Quebec Data

Inter- Inter-
Local national Local National national'

0/2

'0/1.

3/4
o

0/2

4/4

.4/6

.4/4

2/6

7/8

5/7

1/6 7/11 8/11

29
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Table 3
4

Numizer of Statistically Significant Relationships (p<.05) From
Third 'Hypothesis 'Data

Minnesota
Lag'

' Inter- ,

. personal

15ta-
High

Inter-
. personal

Quebec Data
Law High .

Inter- . Inter-
'personal i:ereonal

contact controls contact controls contact controls contact controls

Information

Agendas,

1/6
--

1/3

1/8

3/13

1/6

1/8

2/14'

4/6.

1/3

l/8

6/17'

4/6

1/8

5/14

9/16

4/19

14/28

27/63

6/16

948'

19/59

10/16

4/19

6/28

20/63

4/16

-

1/28 ,
9/59Totals

-s7

..

a

fl

Table '4 .

Number "Of -Statistically Significant
and

<. 05) Relationships -Between-..
Sociolinguistic Background and Dependent Variables: .

''- Minnesota ., - Quebec, -

Status -°' . Status' -- , Language' ...r. .
' . Inter- .- , .

- Inter ,, Inter- -.....
,,- 1.Zcal riaitiorial....Total ,- -,LocAl .National national Total 'Local National national Total

15/16

9/19

Iriformation'

Agendas = ,

Attitudes

2/2 4/4

0/1, 1/2'

3/5:,-,.:1/3

6/6

14,

4%fil

'2/4.

4/6

5/6

3.14

4/6

3/11

6/8

5/7 -'

9/11

11/16

13/19

17/28

4/4

4/6

5/6

4/4

2/6

6/11'

-7/8

3/7

8/11 19./43

30



Table 5

Number of Statistically Significant Relationships (p<.05)
%

Minnesota Quebec .

Inter- Inter-
_

Media personal Status Media Pgrsonal Status Language

Information' 4/6 Mc_ 6/6 11/16 15/16 11116 15/16

'Agendas 2/3 0/3 1/3 ',, 9/19 - 12/19 13/19 9/15

Attitudes -J 1/8 2/8 4/8 13/28 '15/28 '17/280. 19/28

O

Table 6

StrOngest Relationship 165ithDependent Variables

A

Minnesota -

Inter
Media 1%isonal Status

.

Information 31/2- k 2

Agendas 2 1.
,

Attitudes 1 1 6'

Quebec
. Inter-

, Media personal' Status Language

-41/2 31/2 8

3 03,' 'R'3. 326

0 52/3 .17;6 5;6

31
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TABLE A

,/

EFFECTS. OP STA LIS CANADIAN MS TEDIA AND
7

INTERPEPSCSAL EXPOSURE CF- RURAL tIINMSCTANS (Pearson r)

DEPCO VARIABLES

INFOMIATICN

1

t,tED/A
INTERPERSONAL STATUSCOMPOSITE

". CCM:OSITE COMPOSITE0 with 0
_

whit uorder controls order °marls. order 1

dr

Number of issues facing Canada (CISU)
, . *** .26 (412)

Number of issues hebmzeilUS and Canada (ONUSIIS)
* .114(413)

?stunt kvon about Camedieuktissues
composite (SCAIECN)

*** .31 (413)

Language familiarity 'Composite (GENINPO)
1*** .47 (414)

Number of issues facing US (1SSUS)
.

.01 (414)
A( =unt known about US issues

composite (SCAdEuS)
-.03 (4131

A.7::DAS . .

. . -IN
Nos important issue facing Canada (CISUIP)

.11t (232)

"Nost\important islme between US sack Canada (CANUSIMP)
"*-.14112361

test important issue facing US(ISUIMPT)
* - .14t(322)

***.22 (408) * * * -.17 (412) * * * -.16 (409) *** .20 (412)

.08 (409) 4i*.-.12 (413) *".'6 (410) *10.12 (413)

***.28 (409) -.07 (413) -.05 (410) *** .19 (413)

***.44 (410) *** .25 (414) *** -.24 (411) *** .22 (414)
-.02 (410) .01 (414) .02 (411) *** -.20 (414)

-.06 (409) .01 (413) .02 (410) *** .19 (413)
'*

-708t(232)
*,454,(232)

,a,t(236/ .09t(236)

.06f(322) .06t(322)

, ATTITUDES

*

.01 (414)

-.09 (414)'

.06 (414)

-.03 (414)

.00 (414)

-.03 (414)

-.01 (357)

dr (413)

.01

-.07

.05

.01

-.01

-.01

-.01
4

--.05

A

..(410) ....

(410)

(410)

(410)

(41p)

(410)

(410)

(409

-.01

* .11

-.03

**-12

-.03

-.04

.01

(414)

(414)

(414)

(414i

(414)

(414)

(413)

(413)

-.02 (411)

*.11 (411)

-.03 (411)

*Al (4111.

-.03 (411)

-.05'(011)

.03 (410)

-.01

. -.05 (414)

-.02 (414)

.05 (414)

*1* .16 mt.-

.05 (414)

*** -.19 (A14)

**6 .16 (413)

*** .19 (413)

Attitude toward 6V..a (CANAD)

.Attitude toward tngfish Canadians (ENGLISH)

Attitude toward French Canagt Dans (FRENCI

Attitude toward US (USA) 101--

Attitude toward American Whites (us mum)

Attitude toward Amxrican Blacks (US st.hms)

Attitude Ovt.isupported medicine (03.1111EDS)

14tIC

Attitude toward Gvt. supported low cost housing (1=91113S)

eZIO5
p.< .01
p<A01
f et4 coefficient calculated because of curvilinear data

4

3i .
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TABLES

EFFECTS OF STATUS, LANGUAGE, AND ANGLOPHONE MASS MEDIA

AND INTERPERSONAL EXPOSURE ON RURAL QUEBECOIS (Pearson r)

MEDIA
DEPETIMENT VARIABLES COMPOSITE

INTERPERSONAL
COMPOSITE

STATUS a \\ LANGUAGE
COMPOSITE COMPOSITE

order controls
0'

order
with

controls
0

order
,with

control*
0

order Mult R

INFORMATION
gos'

-,05(574)

***-.20 (814)
'-- ,.

* * *- ,21`4813)

*v....2o. (813)

***-.19 (814)

** -.14 (411)

** -.08 (812)

***-.25.(810)

***-.11 (743)

***-.11,014)

***-.14 (812)

** -.10 (813)

* -.07 (764)

** -.13 (814)

***-A3 (811)

- *:**-.11 (813)

-.01 (562)

%***-.14 (798)

***-.15 (797)

*!*-.1.4 (797)
N

4001-.13 (814)

* 7..09 (400)

* -.03 (297)

***-.16 (795)

* ..-.08 (729)

* -.06 (798)

** -.10 (796)

4

* -.08 (797)

v03 (749)

** -.08 (798)

***-.17 1796;

** -.09 (797)

.06 (574)

*** .23 (814)

"*-.23 (813)

I" .14 (813)

** :13 (814)

, .06 (411)

** .08 (812)

4.** .2S (810)

*** .13 (743)

*** .19 (614) '''..

** .09 (812)

.03 (83.3)

.06 (764)

*** .19 (814).

*** .13 1811)

:, .04 (813)

.04 (563)

*** .19 -(799)

*** .18 (798)

*k .10 (798)
. _

* .07 (799)

.02 (401)

.05 (798)

*** .19 (786)

*** .11 (730)

*** .15 (799)

* .06 (797)

,.02 (798)

.03 (750)

** .15,(799)

* .08 (797)

.03 (798)

.07 (566)

*** .23 (802)

*** .26 (801)

*** .20 (801)

***-.23 (802)

*** .16 (404)

*** .18 (801)

*** .33 (799)

** .10 (733)

*** .18 (802)

*** .13 (800)

* .06 (801)

*** .12 (753)

*** .18 (802)

*** .22 (800)

. * .07 (801)

4

.08

.35

.39

.30

.28

.24

.22

.42

.18

.28

.22

.13

.15

.25

.33

.15

o

Knowledge of US problems (KNUSPRB) 1. -.04 (368) -.06 (356)

Number of problems for the US named (NUHUSPRB) *** .i6(519) *** .17 (503).

Army Carter recognition (CARTER) .i.._.1. (519) .05 (503)

Ted Kennedy recognition (KENNEDY) *** :17 (519) * .09 4.'503)
' t

Number of problems for Europe named (NVHEUPRB) *** .21 (519) 4*** .14 (503)

Knowledge of European problems (KNEUPRB) -.01 (264) -.10 (253)

Sicsone Veil recogniticn; (NEIL) , *** .17 (518) ** .12 (503)

Valery Giscard d'Estaing recognition e'ESTAING)*** .17. (516) -.02 (501)

Knowledge'Of Canadian problems (KNCNPRB) .06 (481) -,00 (467)
. '

4"Nilber of prolilem for' Canada nosed (NUMCNA a** .21 (519) ** .12 (503)

Joe Clark recognition (CLARK) .08 (518) -' .02 (502)
7 ab

Elliot Trudeau recognition (TRUDEAU) .06 (519) .03 (503)

Knowledge of Quebec problem& (KNQPRB) .04 (493) -.01 478
-

Number of problems for Quebec &sad (NUMQPRB) ** ..11 (519) .03 (503)
..,

Claudt,Aya" recognition (RYAN) *** .13 (517 .03 (502)

Rene LevescaLrecognition (LEVESQUE) . .02 4519) -.01 (503)
.., ,

AGENDAS

Mdit important problem for Europe (IHFEUPRB)

Most important problem for the US (IMPUSPRB)

Most important problem for Canada (1111,CNPRI)

`44:

s.e

. t important problei for Quebec (11iPQtRB)\

.07t(273)

.07t(373)

.11t(518)

.09t(497)
. ,

,05t(425)

.06t(580)

.08t(108)

*** .14t(769)

.15t('422)

tt.*.15t(580)

07t(613)

11t(769)

.05t(418)

105t(571)

.02t(704)

" .08t(758)
,

.* p<.05 t eta coefficient calculated because of curvilineal data .y
** p4.01 tt data for media composite were calculated eacluding respondent who lived in a cabled community but did not have cable*** 1)4.001
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I

4.

DEPENDENT VARIABLES

TABLE B

EFFECTS OP STATUS; LANGUAGE, 'AND ANGLOPHONE MASSI1EDIA

AND INTERPERSONAL EXPOSURE ON RURAL QUEBECOIS (Pearson r)

MEDIA INTERPERSONAL
, COMPOSITE COMPOSITE

STATUS 5

COMPOSITE
ct

LANGUAGE
COMPOSITE

0 with
order controls

0 with
*. order controls

0 with
.order controls ,order Mu It R

APTITUDES

-.07 (472) -.04 (458)

A* -.11 (472) -.01 (458)

*h -.07 (472) -.02 (458)

** -.12 (471) -.10 (4571

.

** -.13 (470) -.04 (456)

*. '-.08 (472) -.00 (458)

-.05 (493) - .01'(478)

***=21 (440) * -.08 (427)

***-.18 (483) * -.09 (469)

-.04 (431) .01 (417)

.

* .+.09 (414) .06 (420)

t

-,01 (434) .06 (420)

+.02 (414) ....07 (400)

.:.03 (416) -.05 (402)

..07 (515) * -%09 (499)

* .08 (739) ,... h .07*(726)

101* :12 (739) AA .10 (726)

** a09 (739) .05,(726)

...,

* .07 (738)

-.06 (737)

.05 (725)

. ,

.02 (724)

*. .06 (739) .02 (726)

* -.08 (776) * -.08 (761)

. ,

.O1 (697)

* :::

(709)

.05 (754)

* .07 (685) .05 (672)

* .06 (689) h .06 (676)

* :06 (690) .04'(677)

***..13(666) * -.08'(653)

'''\..A

hh .9 (668) h* -,.10 (655)

-.06 (808) * .06 (792)

...(11 (739) .00 (727)

4,*-.15 (739) , ***..13 (727)

***-.18 (739) "0.-415 (727)"

.04 (738)

.. 4

. 06 (726)

***..16 (737) ".**..11 .(762)

***-.13 (739) !" -.11 (727)

if....

,

* -.07 (776) * -.08 (762)
. .

,

***-.36 (709) *54.33 (698)

"0'7:25 (767) . ***:43 (755)

h° -.07 (685) -.05 (673)
Q

.09 .(689) ** .09''(677)

8
AAA -,17 (690) ***-.16 (678)

*** 43 (666). ** ,.10 (654)

.04 (668) .04,(656)'

AAA .11 (808) ***,.11.(793)

''' -.05 (730)

1"*-.11 (730)

***J.15 (730)

* -.07 (729)

**D .15 (7.28)

° ***..,13 (719.

- .

'-.014765)

,g4

.***-.18 (701)

***-.13 (758)

. * -.07 (676)

-.00 (60,)

h* -.10 (681)
. ^

AAA .16 (657)

. -.00 i659)

.03 (796)

a

.15

.28

.24 ,

. 18

.25

.2L

..15

.39.

.28

..';'

.16

.10

.21

.21

.11

:12

Fr

Sertuntic differentials US good-bad (USGOOD)

Semantic differentials US active-oassibe
(USACTIVE)

Semantic differentials US strong-weak
tUSSIRONG)

Semantic differentials US friendly-unfriendly
(U5FR1END)

Semantic differentials U'S fast-slow (USFAST)

A ,

Semantic, differentials US effective-
ineffectibe (CSEFFECT),

Preference for US 'or Quebec chain
restaurants (EAT)

Preference for US or Quebec vocalists (SING)

:,Preference for US or Quebec chain motels..
(HOTEL).

Ran? of Economy as a'pfoblem for the US
(CSECNRNX) ,...

'0"
.

Rank of Interii'ational Peace as a problem for
the US (I.:SPCERNX)' 4

RanC. of-Energy asst problem for th'i US

OSENGRNX)
..

'

° $an? of National Unity as a problem for the
VS (1:SU:;TRNX) . -

. .

Rank of Growing Government as a problem
for the US (USSCLOK)

There should be more US programming on
Canadian-TV (NOREUS)

pc.05

" n.01
* p.001

eta value reported because of curvilinear data

a

4O

I)

a 4
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TABLE IS

EFFECTS OF STATUS, LANGUAGE, AND ANGUIPRONE MASS -MEDIA

AND INTERPERSONAL EXPOSURE ON RURAL QUEBECOIS (Pearson r)

DEPENDENT VARIABLES
MEDIA
COMPOSITE

INTERPERSONAL
COMPOSITE

STATUS LANGUAGE
COMPOSITE COMPOSITE

0

order
with

contYole
0

order
with

controlb
0

order
with

controls order Molt R

Semantic differential Quebec good-bad (QGDOD) -.03 (514) .01(499) .00 (805) ...07:(790) * * * -.13 (805) ***-.12 (791) * -.06 (794) . .13

Semantic differential Quebec active-passive * -.09 (514) -.02 (499) * .07 (805) .03 (760) ***-.12 (805) ** -.10 (791) ***-.13 (794) .20ACIVE)
....

Semantic differential Quebec strong-weak (514) -.05 (499) .00 (804) -.01.(789) -.03 /804) -.02 (790) -.05 (793) .08(;STRONG)
:.06

Semantic differential Qiiebec filendly-
unfriendly (QPRIEp)

-.05 (514) .05 (499) .05 (805) -.00 (790) * * *_.l7 (80S) ***-.14 (791) ***-.16 (794) .26

.

Se-antic differential Quebec fasr-slow ' -.01 (513) .05 (498) ,04 (804) .02 (789) ***-.12 (804) ***-.11 (790) * -.07 (793) .19(1AST)-

Semantic differential Quebec. effective- -.04 (513) .00 (498) .04 (804) .02 (789) * -..08 (804) * -%07 (790) * -.06 (793) .121-.effective IQEFFECT3

rPaireof Economy as a problem for Quebec
(rECONR.NE)

.04 (511) .04 (496) -.04 (799) ...04 (784) -.03 (799) ...03L(785) -:.00 (788) .08

, Panic of International Peace is a problem
for Quebec (QPCE(ZNr)

.07 (506). -.04 (491) * -.08 (794) -.05 (779) *** .26 (794) *** .24 (780) *** .13 (783) .31

Peak of Energy as a problem for Quebec, * .09 (507) .02 (492) ** -.10 (795) * -.06 (180) ** .09 (795) * .06 (781) *** .13 (784) .17
('ENGRNK)

1

Padk of National Unity as a problem for
0

(lutbec,(QUNITR.NR)...,'
** -:11 008) .02 (493) *** .16 (796) *** .13 (181) ***.-.24 (796) ***-.21 082) ***-.17 (785) .34

Raak of "Crowing Governocnt as a problem
for Queb..4 (QSCLRNK)

.04 (505) -.03 (490) .00 (793) -.01 (778) -.03 (793) -.02 (779) -.05 (782) .

.06

* p <.05

p<.01
a,4 p<.001

t eta coefficient calculated because of curvilinear data

a
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TABLED

EFFECTS OF STATUS, LANGUAGE, AND ANGLOPHONE MASS4AEDIA

AND INTERPERSONAL EXPOSURE ON RURAL QUEBECOIS (Pearson r)

MEDIA INTERPERSONAL STATUS LANGUAGEDEPENDENT VARIABLES COMPOSITE COMPOSITE COMPOSITE COMPOSITE
0 with 0 with 0 with . 0

order controls order controls.. order controls order !Wit R

Choice of a new French4br US TV channel
***-.20 (504) -.11 (489) .02 (795) -.04 (7\80) ***-1.5 (795) **A-.12 (781) ***-.19 (784)

.30(NAM)

Semantic differential Canada good-bad (CGOOD) -.05 (514) ..02 ** .10 (806) * .071791)
::.

.01 (806) .04 (792) ** -.10 (795) .20

Semantic differential Canada active-passive
(CACTIVE)

(113) -.02 (498) (805) .02 (790) -.04 (805) -.03 (791) A -.07 (794) .11
r-

SerIntic differential Canada strong-weak .01 (513) .01 (499) .03 (804) .02 (790) .04 (804) .05 (791) -.03 (794) .12(CSTRONG)
...111

Semantic differential Canada friendly-
unfriendly ((FRIEM))

-.09 (512) -.01 (497) ** .09 (803) ..05 (788) ** -.10 (803)

.......

'A -.07 (789) ***-.14 (792) .23 .

Semantic differential CanU&I fast-slow -.00 (513) .02 (498) .02 (789) -.05 (804) -.OS (790) -.02 (793) .06(CFAST)
:03*(804)

.......,

Semantic differential Canada effective-
ineffective (CEFFECT) .

-.06 (514) -.02 (499) A .08 (805) A..' .06 (790) -.04 (805) -.02 (791) A -.06 (794) .15

Rank of National Unity as a problem for -.09 (502) A .09 (487) -.05 (785) - .05(770) -.03 (785) -.03 (771) -.01 (774) .10Canada (CECONRNK)
.

tRank of International Peace as a problem for
. A -.09 (499) .02 (484) A -.07 (783) .03 (768) AAA .17 (783) AA* .15 (769) A** .13 (772) .19: Canada TCPCERNK)

0
Rank of Energy as a problem for Canada

.07 (500) A .p9 (485) .02 (784) :04 (769) A -.06 (784) A -.07 (770) .04 (773) .15(ef%PNK)
s

sRink of Internal Unity as a problem for ***-.13 (497) A -.1 *AA .12 (779) AA .09 (764) AAA -.16 (779) 1 AAA-.14 (7G5) ***-1% (768) .25Canada (CUNITRNK)
(482)

A

Rank of Growing Government as a problem
for Canada (LSCLRNX) -.04 (495)

... .

-.06 (480) -.05 (778) -.06 (763)

.

A :07,(778) A .08 (7641 -.01 (767) .13.ef

We should have mote laws regulating labor -.02 (516) -.07 (500)
4

***-,12 (811) *A -.09 (793) , .04 (811) .02 (796) *A .10 (799) .18and agriculture (:lRGVTAG) r

1,:e should have more lava regulating small
business (MRGVIBUS)

. "-'

-.04 (Sl7) -.06 (501) AA -.10 (812) -.04 (796) -.04 (812) °A -.07 (797) A** .15 (800) .15

We should have more laws controlling natural
resources (MRGVIRCS)

AA -.11 (516) A -.08 (500) A -.07 (811) A -.07 (795) ***-.14 (811) *A*-.15 (796) .00 (799)
, .19

Society would be better with.less government .02 (517) , -.OS (501) -.00 (812) .00 (796) AAA .18 (812) AAA .18 (797) .0S (800) .21(LES(WT)

There should be less violence (VLNCE) -.07 (517) -.06 (502) A .08 (810) AA .08 (795) .03 (810) ,.03 (796) .00 (799) .15

k pe.OS
CA p<.01
..A,p(.001

fi eta coefficient calculated because of curvili&Famjata
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Ermas or A14±0 12,1E MASS FERIA

CH RURAL MINNESOTA RESIDENTS Finn DEEM:NT

AtEWIS OF IITIERPERSONAL CCNT/CT WPM CANADIANS

MEDIA MKS= ICW /NTERPEFOOIAL
ccuracr %%AMPLE

HIGH INTERPERSCIed,

ccrmwr SUBSANTLE

0
order

with
controls

0-
order

with
controls

8X0114ATICN
.

NUmber of issues facing 04h8d8 (CISU) .08 (146) .08 (143) AAA .32 (266) *** .28 (263)

NUmber of issues betWden US and Canada. (CANUSISS) .00 (146) -.01 (143) .13 (267) (2f4)

'Amount known about Canadian issues corposite (SCA1130)
.05 (145) .05 (142) tIct .42 (268) *" .39 (265)

Language familiarity composite (GENINFO)
*** .40 (146) di*" .40,(143) ** .48 (268) * ** .44 (265)

Hunter of issues facing US (ISSUS) ,02 (146) :01 (143) -.00 (268) -.04 (143)

Amount known about US issues compoeite (SCALE S)
. -.11 (145) -.12 (142) -.01 (268) -43 (2b5)

ACMDAS

Wet important issue facing Canada (CISUIME)
.05 (63)t /14 (169)t

Host impoptint issue between US and CanadaW.W.I:11MM .07 (74)t * .14 (162) t

Host important issue facing US (ISUIMPT) a

** .24 (110)t
.11 (212)t

Q

ATTITUDES

Attitude tdward Canada (CANADA)
.05 (146) .05 (143) (268) -.01 (265)

Attitude toward English Canadians (ENGLISH), -.02 (146) -.02 (143) *-.10 (268) -.10 (265)

Attitude toward PromudICamodians (7E43) .01 (146) .01 (143) .08 (26B)- .06 (2G5)

Attitude toward US ASA) .04 (146) .0i (143) -.06 (268) °-.03 (465)

Attitude toward American Whites (US WHITES) .03 (146) .09 (143) .07 (268) -.08 (26b)

AttitudetowareAmerican Blacks (US BLAcKS) -.01 (146) .00 (143) -.05 (268) -.ul (26o)

Attitude toward Gbt. supported medicine (GOINTHEUS)

=°'

* .15 . * .15 (143) -.10 (267) " -.14 (264)

Attitude toward Gvt. supported low cost housing (LOCSIVCS). -.05 -.06 (143) -.02 (267) -.06 (264)

p(.05
pc.01...

peL.001

t etacoeffIcient calculated because of curvilinear data



MEDIA COMPOSITE

4/

EFFECTS OF ANGLOPHONE MASS MEDIA

ON RURAL QUEBECOIS OF DIFFERENT

INTERPERSONAL CONTACT LEVELS WITH AND WITHOUT CONTROLS FOR STATUS AND LANGUAGE

LOW INTERPERSONAL
CONTACT SUBSAMPLE

0
order

INFORMATION

Knowledge of US problems (KNUSPRB)
-.04 (131)

Number of problems for US named (NUMUSPRB) **r .26 (222)

Jimmy Carter recognitiom (CARTER)
.11 (222)

Ted Kennedy recognition (KENNEDY)
.14 (222)

'Number of nroblema for.Europe named (NUMEUPRB) *** .21 (222)

Knowledge of European problems (KNEUPRB)
-.06 (82)

"Simone Weil recognitibn (WEIL)*
*** .20 (222)

Valery Giscard d'Estaing recognition (D'ESTAIN4) .13(221)

Knowledge of Canadian problems (KNCNPRB)
.04 (201)

Number of Problems for Canada named (NUMCNPRB) .15 (222)

Joe Clark recognition (CLARK
.06 (222)

Elliot Trudeau recognition (TRUDEAU)
.07 (222)

Knowledge of Quebec problems (KNQPRB)
105 (209)

Number of problems for Quebec named (NUMQPRB)
ti

.08 (272)

Claude Ryan recognition (RYAN)
.04 (222)

Rene Levesque recognition (LEVESQUE) -.01 (222)

AGENDAS

Moat important problem for Europe (IMPEUPRB)
* .12 (87)1.:

Most important Problem tor the US ( IMPEUPRB)
* .12 (133)t

Moat important problem for Canada (LHPaNPRB)
.06 (222)t

Most important probli4.for Quebec (IHPQPRB)

* p <.05
** p <.01
*** p <.001

Leta coefficient calculated because of curvilinear data

,14 ullyt

erl

HIGH INTERPERSONAL
CONTACT SUDSAKPLE

wieh
controls order

with
controls

-.06 (125) -4-03 (237) -.06 (226)

*** .22 (215) *** .25 (279) ** .15 (283)

.03 (215) *** .21 (297) .08 (283)

* .12 (215) .17 (297/ .01 (283)

** .21) (215) *** 49 (297) - .12 (283)

-.11 (7,) .00 (182) -.08 (283)

** .19 (215) **
'.1,6 (296) .08 (283)

.05 (214) *** .17 (295) . 00(282)

..:01 (195) .05 (280)

a.
.01 (267)

* .11 (215) .02 (297) * * .14 (283)

.01 (215) .08 (296) .04 (282)

.06 (215) .05 (297) .01 (283)

.03.(203) 4.01 (284) -.05' (270)

.03 (215), * .11 (297) .04 (283)

.00 (215) ***''.17 (295) .05 (282)

-.03 (215) .03 (297) .04 (283) 11

.08 (186)t .18 (186)t

1

(240)t .09 (240)t

ealm.4.
.12 (296)t (296)1'

.08 (286)1 .06 (286).

6

4/.

48



MEDIA COMPOSITE

41,
TABLED

4

EFFECTS OF ANGLOPHONE'MASS MEDIA.

ON RURAL QUL/BECOIS OP DIFFERENT

INTERPERSONAL. CONTACT LEVELS WITH AND WITHOUT CONTROLS FOR STATUS AND LANGUAGE

, r

1.0WINTERPERSONAL
CONTACT SUBSAMPLE

a

HIGH INTERPERSONAL
CONTACT SUBSAMPLE

0 with 0 with
',order controls 44'order Controls

ATTITUDES7
Semantic diffeantial US good -bed (USGOOD)

Semantie differential.US active-passive
(USACTIVE) s'

Semantic differential US stro4-weak

k-.10 (196) , -.12 (190)

A -.13 (196) a ,.07 (190)

-.12 (197)
(VSSTRONG),

eSemantic differential US friendly-Unfriendly -.AO (196)
(U SFRIFND) t-

Semantic differential US fast -aloe (USPAST) -.14 (145)
.

Semantic differential US effective-
ineffective (USEFFECT)

!! -.13 (191).. ,

Preference for US or Quebec chain restaur-
ants (EAT)

.

a' .-..,14 (209)
..

Preference-for US dr Quebec vocalists (SING)
' **: -.18 (205)

Preference for US or QueeetchtinmOtafs
(HOTEL)

Rank of Economy as prohleipctor the US
(CSECNRNK) , a

/ °

Rank of Internatslonal Peace as a problem for IF
ethe US (USPCERMK)

, .

) :Rank'of Energy as
.

a problem for the US
(C.SENnRNK)

,, Al

Rank of tional,Unity siafrobl,r(ro,r th

41'1,,,,,,, 1 , .
.

US (usu )
".' 0 ", ; °

./
, , . ....

eo' ,-' 0` , .
?/

Rank of GI ins Governisen't as' i probl,em fd'i,
'...Y

the US (U CLRNg)

Tire should be more tili programming ort Canadiaiil'
TV (MOREUS)

,

-.06 (191)

-.05 (191)

-.09 (189)

-.09 (190)

-.11 (202)

''''''"%m...r.10 (199)
1 I

As, t.16.i202) -.07 A191)

40

;6..03 (178).

"4 - -410 18,3)

i1781

46
AA

666

p-< .05
p < .01
p < .001

tete coefficient calculated because

.(172)

to ,'6',
,04<(276) .02 (26))

-.08 (276) .02 (261) 4.

'c

-.03 (125) .08 (262)

. ,

AAA (275) A -.14 (2623

(278) -.02 (262)

4.04..(276) .06, (263)

.01 (280'

*** -.23'(235)

.-.19"(281)

6, (172) * (1p1)'

, A -.13'(222).

,
-tA Ac;

-, 5

* -.14 (215)

of curvilintat data AP,o

7k..

"'e

49 N

...03(253)

.08 1254)

.00 (256)

"...06 (242)

.04 (244)

,

.05.(293)

.05 (270)

-.07 (223)

A -.10 (267)

.02 (240)

.06 (241)

.08 (243)

4,.18 (229)

.03 (231)..

-.05 (279)



NIA COMPOSITE

I

TABLED

EFFECTS OF ANGLOPHONE MASS MEDIA

ON RURAL QUEBECOIS OP DIFFERENT

INTERPERSONAL CONTACT LEVELS WITH AND WITHOUT CONTROLS FOR STATUS AND LANGUAGE

LOW INTERPERSONAL
CONTACT SUBSAMPLE

HIGH INTERPERSONAL
CONTACT SUBSAMPLE

'

0

order

Semantic differential Quebec good-bad (QGOOD) -.06 (2185

Semantic differential
-.06 (218)rtive-passive

(*I'VE)

'Semantic differenttal Quebec strong-weak
. *' -.13 (218),(QSTRoNG)

.

Semantic differential Quebec friendly-
unfriendly (QFRIEND)

Semantic differential Quebec fast-slow
(OEAST)

SeAantic differential Quebec effective-
ineffective (QEFFECT)

.

-.05..(218)

-.02 (218) r.

-.09 (217)

Rank of Economy as problem for Ilt4ec-
(IECONINX) o %-.05 (210.

tank of International Peace as a problem for .02 (215) '

Quebec (QPCERNIC)

Rank of Energy as a problem for Quebec .09 (215)(OMR:NC)

Rank of National Unity as a problem for Quebec .09 (214)
(QCSITRNK)

Rank of Groting'Government as a problem for * -.14 (214) 't
`Quebec (OCCRNK), 49*

0 < .05.
CA p < .01

p < .001

tete coefficient calculated because of curvilinear data

50

with 0
controls ' order

with
controls

-.02 (212)

(212)

* -.12.(212)

.02 (212)

.03 (212)

-.06 (211)

-.03 (212),

-.07 (209)

.4"."

(209)

AA .16 (208)

-.14 (208)

-.02 (296)

A -.10 (296)

-.02 (296)

-.04 (296)

-.00 (295)

-.00 (296)

m (293)

.09 (291)

.07 (292)

***00 (294)

.02 (291)

4,

.03 (282)

-.02 (282)

-.01 (282)

.07 (282)

.07 (281)

.04 (282)

.08 (279)

-.02 (277)

-.00 (278)

-.07 (280)

0.03 (277)



/TY
TABLED

EFFECTS OF ANGLOPHONE MASS MEDIA

ON RURAL QUEBECOIS OF DIFFERENT

0
INTERPERSONAL CONTACT LEVELS WITH AND WITHOUT CONTROLS FOR STATUS AND LANGUAGE

0

MEDIA COMPOSITE
LOW INTERPERSONAL HIGH INTERPERSONAL
CONTACT SUBSAMPLE CONTACT SUBSAMPLE

st

0

order
with '0

control; . order ,

with
controls ,

Choice of a new French or US TY channel
(NATTY)

.Semantic differential Canada good-bad (CGOOD)

Semantic differentiil Canada active-passive
(CACTIVE)

Semantic differential Canada strong-weak
(CSTRONG)

Semantic differential Canada friendly-
unfriendly (CFRIEND)

Semantic differential Canada fast-slow
(CFAST) -

Semantic differential Canada effective-
ineffective (CEFFECT)

§
Rank of National Unity as a problem for Canada

-11P"(CECONRNX)

4.

.Rank of International Peace as a problem
for Canada (CPCERNK)

Rank of Energy as a problem for Canada (CENGRNE)

Rank of Internal Unity as a problem for Canada
(CeNITRNK)

Rink of Crowing Government as a problem for
Canada (CSCLRIDO

We should have more laws regulating labor and
agriculture (HRGVTAG)

We should have more laws regulating email
business (HRINTBUS)

***-.21 (213)

-.01 (218)

* -.12 (218)

-.03 (218)
ti

* ,..13 (217)

1-.02 SSE7)

+.08 (218)

.03 (211)

a* -.16 (207)

-.03 (212)

.-.11 (212)

-.01 (212)

-.10 (211)

=102 (211)

-.07 (212)

(205)

* .13 (210) ,11 (204)

.05 (210)1,

-.03 (209)

** -.12"(209)

-.06 (220)

(221)

We should have more laws controlling natural
(219)_resources (MMUS)

Society 'Mold be better with less-government
(LCSGVT)

There,should be lee0 violence (VINCE)

A p<.05
** p<.01
AWk p<.001

t eta coefficient calculated because of curvilinear data

.01 (220)

.:5(222)

51

.02 (204)

.03 (203)

** -.20 (203)

-.05 (213)

-.03 (214)

-.08 (212)

-.02 (213)

.02 (215)

**.19 (291) -.08 (277)

,-J06 (296)

-.01 (295)

.01 (295)

-.05 (295)

-.00 (296)

-.03 (301)

* .12 (291)

,05 (289)

.09 (290)

** -..25 (288)

..06 (286)

-.01 (296)

-.04 (296)

* -.13 (297)

.02 (297)

**-.14 (295)

-.01 (282)

.04 (281)

.02 (282)

.04 (281)

.04 (282)

.01, (282)

* .14 (277)

(27P

.13 (276)

*** -.19 (274)

.01 (272)

-.07 (282)

.-.07 (282)

-.09 (283)

-.06'(283)

* -.13 (282)


